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What is the deal about CEvNS?

Low momentum transfer neutrino 
scattering on nucleus (low q2)

Neutrino scatters coherently on 
nucleus: 

nnucleons x charge2 << (nnucleons x 
charge)2

Large cross section (for neutrino standards)

Difficult: neutral current only, low q2 
= low deposited energy

Freedman 1973
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Some opportunities with coherent scattering

Neutrino interactions with nucleus

Weak scale non-standard interactions

Light new physics

Solar neutrinos

Sterile neutrinos

MiniBooNE anomaly

…
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Some opportunities with coherent scattering

Neutrino interactions with nucleus

Weak scale non-standard interactions

Light new physics

Solar neutrinos

Sterile neutrinos

MiniBooNE anomaly

…

Based on a bunch of papers: 1202.6073, 1604.01025, 1807.09877, 1809.06385
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Dark matter and neutrino physics

1) Low threshold
2) Low background
3) ton or kton scale
Neutrino detector or 
DMDD? Both!
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Dark matter and neutrino physics

1) Low threshold
2) Low background
3) ton or kton scale
Neutrino detector or 
DMDD? Both!

Neutrino floor
DM-nucleus cross section for 
which the solar neutrino 
background hinders the 
experimental sensitivity
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Dark matter and neutrino physics

1) Low threshold
2) Low background
3) ton or kton scale
Neutrino detector or 
DMDD? Both!

Boosted DM searches
DM can be produced in 
neutrino beams from π0 
decays and interact at 
neutrino detectors like a 
NC events

16

per to the elastic-nucleon results [19] for the dark mat-
ter parameter slice mV = 3m� and ↵D = 0.5, where

Y = ✏2↵D (m�/mV )
4 is a dimensionless parameter that

controls the dark matter annihilation cross section and
in turn the thermal relic abundance. Also shown are the
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FIG. 24. Comparing the full nucleon and electron confidence
level results to the elastic nucleon results from Ref. [19]. Also
shown is the result from including timing (solid lines) com-
pared to not including the timing (dashed lines).

confidence level limits when timing is not included. In-
cluding the 1⇡ � interaction channels improved the con-
fidence level from Ref. [19] at low masses while including
timing improves the confidence level limits at high masses
in ✏4↵D up to a factor of 1.5 for the full nucleon fit and 4.7
for the electron fit. For the variable Y this corresponds
to improvements in the confidence level limits by 1.2 and
2.2 for the full nucleon and electron fits respectively. The
electron fit gives more restrictive limits at lower masses
compared to the full nucleon fit.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MiniBooNE has improved upon the results published
in Ref. [19] through dedicated searches for ⇡0 produc-
tion and elastic scattering initiated by dark matter par-
ticles produced in a proton beam dump. The dark matter
search built upon a rich history of cross section and oscil-
lation analyses already published by the MiniBooNE col-
laboration. The full nucleon dark matter analysis lever-
aged neutrino and anti-neutrino data sets, as well as the
CCQEO↵ distribution to constrain systematic uncertain-
ties. Both the full nucleon and electron analyses utilized

the use of the BNB bunch structure to set stronger limits
on heavier m�.
Figs. 25a, 26a, and 26b show three example projections

of the limits in Fig. 23 to the m�-Y plane. The chosen
projections are standard but are not the only ones pos-
sible. The di↵erences between the three slices are due to
di↵erent assumptions in ↵D and the relationship between
m� and mV .
Two di↵erent relationships between m� and mV are

shown to demonstrate how the contours in the m�-Y
plane change as a function of model parameters. The
relic density contour (green) indicates the m�, Y values
where the model with a complex scalar dark matter par-
ticle predicts a dark matter abundance that is in accord
with observations. As the ratio of mV /m� increases, the
constraints on the thermal relic target become more strin-
gent and can be ruled out over the full parameter space,
see Fig. 26b. Furthermore, as the ratiomV /m� increases,
other kinds of dark matter scenarios, e.g. Asymmetric
Fermionic Dark Matter, can be probed by MiniBooNE
and other current experiments [51]. At smaller mV /m�

ratios there is still a wide region of parameter space in
the complex scalar dark matter model that can satisfy
the relic density requirement, see Figs. 25a and 26a.
For the vector portal model, MiniBooNE excludes the

muon g-2 favored region, and some regions where this
model satisfies the relic density in the parameter space
tested. MiniBooNE also excludes previously untested pa-
rameter space, especially in the electron channel. For the
leptophobic dark matter scenario, inelastic neutral pion
production has not been studied in the literature. There-
fore, the nucleon elastic results from Ref. [19] were used
to place conservative limits on this scenario. The result
can be found in Fig. 25b.
MiniBooNE has shown that a neutrino experiment can

search for fixed-target accelerator-produced dark matter
scattering for di↵erent production and interaction chan-
nels. Most of the neutrino backgrounds came from proton
interactions in the air and scraping of the target. To fur-
ther reduce the neutrino background a dedicated “beam-
dump” target is needed. A simulation of a steel beam
dump target positioned where the neutrino target/horn
are located, e↵ectively removing the decay pipe, indicates
the decrease of the CCQEO↵ event rate by a factor of 20.
The NC⇡0 and ⌫-e sensitivities would increase the most
with this reduction in the beam-related backgrounds. For
example, a total of 5 events are predicted to pass NC⇡0

selection cuts for 1.86 ⇥ 1020 POT compared to the 148
measured in this analysis. The reduction for NC⇡0 is
larger than NCE or CCQE because more energetic neu-
trinos are required to generate NC⇡0 events.

A dedicated “beam-dump” target would also decisively
test theories that predict the oscillation excess scales as
POT. With a dedicated “beam-dump” target almost no
events are expected to pass oscillation cuts. An upgrade
is being considered that would add a secondary ”beam-
dump” target to the BNB [52]. The addition of the
second target would allow simultaneous running, on a

1807.06137
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signal background

What can be learned about 
neutrinos in dark matter detectors?

Standard solar model
(opacity, metallicity, neutrinos)

Standard model
(Coherent ν-N, sin2θw)

BSM physics
(light mediators)

Dark matter and neutrino physics

For the other topics, see Cerdeño et al 1604.01025
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1809.06385

New physics in the neutrino sector may increase the 
neutrino floor in dark matter detector

How much can it be increased?

Highly model dependent questions…

Use reasonable UV models to estimate

Case studies: 
Germanium

Xenon
Helium

 SuperCDMS
XENON1T, LZ, DARWIN
NEWS-G
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1809.06385

1) Take (UV) reasonable a new physics case
2) Get all constraints possible
3) See how the neutrino floor can be enhanced
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Light scalar
see e.g. Farzan et al 1802.05171

• universal Yukawa
• Lepton number 
violating coupling

Main constraints:
 - COHERENT
 - Supernova
 - BBN

1809.06385

Reasonable UV? …

1) Take (UV) reasonable a new physics case
2) Get all constraints possible
3) See how the neutrino floor can be enhanced
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Light scalar
see e.g. Farzan et al 1802.05171

Huge enhancement: SN constraints ignored
Less huge enhancement: SN EoS “constraints” ignored
No enhancement: All SN constraints taken into account

1809.06385
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Gauged B-L
see e.g. Harnik Kopp M 1202.6073

Main constraints:
 - ν-e scattering
 - B-factories
 - Beam dump

1809.06385
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Gauged B3-L3

Z’ only talks to e, p, n via 
Z-Z’ mixing (sX)

Main constraints:
 - Neutrino oscillations
 - D mixing
 - K decays
 - Upsilon decays

see Babu Friedland M Mocioiu 1705.01822

1809.06385
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Gauged B-L
see e.g. Harnik Kopp M 1202.6073

Gauged B3-L3
see Babu Friedland M Mocioiu 1705.01822

B-L
B3-L3

1809.06385
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Conclusions

Very powerful tool to look for standard
 and new physics in the neutrino sector

Dark matter DD will soon be sensitive to the neutrino floor

“Reasonable” new physics in the neutrino floor may enhance it 
by a factor of ~2.3

With some extra effort (avoid SN constraints), the neutrino floor 
could go up a factor 104

Interesting interplay between DM and ν experiments ahead
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